
10 Simple Ways to Start a Meditation Practice  

 

We’re all affected by the everyday stresses of life and the idea of completely clearing one’s mind 

seems almost impossible. Instead of trying to fight stress and harsh emotions with other vices, 

many people opt to naturally clear their mind with meditation. Committing to a daily routine of 

meditation will make for a more relaxed and emotionally fulfilling life, but a lot of beginners are 

unsure how to start. Below are ten simple ways to help a beginner kick start a gratifying routine 

of daily meditation!  

 

 

1. Find A Good Environment    

 

Meditation without a good environment to do it in is bound to fail. The place you choose for 

meditating should be quiet, peaceful, and comfy. A room with natural light and a comfortable 

temperature is ideal, but no matter what, just be sure the room is the ultimate representation of 

what makes you feel relaxed. If possible, beginners should try meditating in a space removed 

from the everyday stresses of life (try not to do too much office meditation!).  

 

2. Set A Timer  

 

Allotting time for meditation is one thing, but sticking to it wholeheartedly is another 

commitment altogether. Set a timer and hold yourself accountable for clearing your mind for 

meditation that entire time—whether it’s ten minutes or forty-five. Your phone works fine as 

timer, but be sure to switch it to Airplane Mode so there aren’t other noises and distractions 

coming through during your meditation.  

 

 

https://alifeofproductivity.com/meditation-guide/


 

3. Focus On Breathing  

 

Breathing seems simple, obvious, and natural, right? In theory, yes, but proper breathing 

techniques can be more difficult that one would expect. Your breath is connected to your mind 

and emotions, therefore, if you slow your breathing to a steady pace, your mind will feel more 

peaceful. So “normal” breathing just won’t cut it during meditation—try breathing exercises that 

will steady your breath and relax you on the inside.  

 

 

4. Try Guided Meditation   

 

It may be difficult for a beginner to sit down and just simply start meditating on their own. There 

is nothing wrong with using guided meditation; it will increase your ability to do it on your own 

and is a great stepping stone for people looking to really take up meditating. In fact, there are a 

lot of great meditation apps for your phone that will help ease you into the process and properly 

guide you during the process.  

 

5. Research Meditation   

 

A guided app will be helpful throughout the actual process of meditation, but meditating can be 

hard to do successfully if you don’t fully understand what it is and why you’re doing it. Reading 

up on the history of meditation allows you to better comprehend what it means for your mind 

and body to be in a meditative state. No matter what kind of routine you’re practicing (whether 

it’s meditation, a diet, or even a fitness routine) you should always understand how it affects 

your body. Knowing the ultimate goal makes the journey much easier.  

 

 
 

 

https://www.artofliving.org/us-en/8-tips-get-started-meditation
https://www.mindful.org/free-mindfulness-apps-worthy-of-your-attention/


6. Pick A Time and Stick to It  

 

As discussed, setting a timer and holding yourself accountable is important for successful 

meditation. Finding a time during the day to do it, however, is even more important. Many 

people prefer to meditate in the morning (but you can do it in the evening, too!) so it’s crucial to 

dedicate time each day specifically to meditating. Whether it’s 7am or 7pm, just make sure you 

always clear your schedule in order to clear your mind.  

 

 

7. Find A Point of Focus   

 

Many skilled meditators recommend using a candle as a point of focus during meditation. The 

flickering light is great for holding your focus while you attempt to clear your mind. Whether 

you choose a candle or not, it’s still important to pick a focal point before you start meditating, 

because having a point of focus is crucial for quieting your mind.   

 

 
 

8. Experiment with Different Positions   

 

When most people imagine meditating, they picture someone peacefully sitting on the ground 

with their legs crossed and their hands in the air. While this is certainly a popular position, it is 

not the only way to meditate. If crossed legs and hands in the air is not comfortable for you, just 

try another position! There is not right or wrong way for how you sit during meditation, just as 

long as you’re as comfortable as you can possibly be.   

 

 

 

http://www.collective-evolution.com/2014/10/16/meditation-for-beginners-20-tips-to-help-quiet-the-mind/


9. Don’t Rush! Slowly Start the Process   

 

It is impossible to just sit down, snap your fingers, and simply dive into full meditation. In order 

to be a successful meditator, you must tailor your life around slowing down for it. For instance, if 

you meditate in the morning, wake up early and take a warm shower or eat a healthy breakfast 

before beginning. If you meditate in the evening, try drinking some tea or doing a relaxing 

beauty routine to wind down. The best meditation gift  you can give yourself is the gift of feeling 

happy and healthy before starting a session. No matter what time of day you meditate, you 

should make sure your ease your body and mind into relaxation before starting.  

 

10. Don’t Let Yourself Get Distracted   

 

Turning your phone on Airplane Mode is just one way to eliminate distractions during 

meditation. Make sure your phone is shut off and silenced so that you won’t be constantly 

distracted by texts, emails, and social media notifications. Also make sure to take a stroll around 

your home before meditating to make sure alarms, televisions, and stereos are all turned off 

during your meditation period.  

 

 

Committed meditation that is right for you takes practice and won’t happen overnight. A lot of 

time, focus, and experimentation is required to find the best routine that fits your lifestyle. Study 

and practice each of these tips and, soon enough, falling into a great routine of meditation will 

become second nature.  
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